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Celebrating 5 Years of TEDCO

FIVE YEARS OF

TEDCO Business Support

Well, our 5th year in business and what a journey
it has been. Our team is no stranger to helping
businesses but I still get puzzled looks when I
describe us as a five-year-old business with a 34year history.
In 2013, TEDCO Business Support formed a brandnew business, a phoenix from the former TEDCO
which was based in South Tyneside. Suddenly,

New opportunities are
constantly emerging and we’ll
work hard to make sure that
the North East and its people
continues to get a share of the
funding and support available.

we were in the shoes of the clients we help day
in and day out as we set up a new business and

the UK delivering national programmes across the

experienced all of the challenges a new business

country. We have been a very successful deliverer of

can bring. Yes, we had history, people and some

Cavendish programmes such as Ready for Business

contracts but no infrastructure in place. We learned

and Start and Grow.

a great deal and built on the great work done in the
past to refocus to meet the challenges required to

The future for TEDCO and that of business support

deliver the next generation of business support.

looks very positive at present. We are financially
sound and well positioned to take advantage of new

I am proud to lead a passionate and hardworking

opportunities to bring our brand of hands-on business

team who are committed to helping businesses start

support to enterprising individuals in the region.

and grow. It is our team who are out delivering great
results for our customers every single day and I pay

I look forward with great optimism for the new and

tribute to each and every one of them. I would also

growing businesses that we work with, proud of what

like to thank our committed board members John

we are achieving and excited at the prospect of what

Anderson CBE, Paul McEldon and Gillian Marshall,

we have to come.

who help lead TEDCO and provide strategic direction
to the business. Also former board members John

I’m eager to see what the next five years will bring!

Mowbray and Rory Gibson.
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We are also the North East partner in Cavendish

Carole White

Enterprise, a national organisation made up of

Chief Executive,

some of the most prominent enterprise agencies in

TEDCO Business Support

Supporting Business from

Start-Up to Scale-Up

Over the past five years, TEDCO Business Support
has worked with thousands of businesses to help
a new generation of entrepreneurs successfully
realise their dreams to launch and expand new
enterprises in the North East.
Through varied and extensive enterprise programmes,
we have created a supportive environment to foster
entrepreneurship amongst individuals looking to
develop opportunities within the regional economy.

TEDCO has helped launch 3,600
new businesses in the region over

Launch of TJ’s cafe at M-Tech Autocentre

Our programmes focus on three main areas;

start-up, finance and scale-up.

Through our

the past five years.

strong reputation and partnership network, we now

A fantastic achievement, yet the figures themselves

Each of our business support programmes are

cannot convey the hard work and dedication our team

complemented by our strong relationship with Virgin

of skilled business advisors put into each and every

StartUp – the non-profit organisation aimed at providing

new enterprise. Our advisors are situated in key areas

new enterprises with access to low-cost, government

throughout the region ready to impart knowledge to

backed start-up loans of up to £25,000.

have representation throughout the North East region.

anyone interested in starting a new business and their
support is extensively offered across a number of key

We have delivered the scheme in the North East

enterprise programmes.

since its inception in 2013 and have helped over 300
individuals access an incredible £4.2m in business loans

The programmes we deliver are tailored to suit the

to provide them with the capital they need to start, grow

many routes to enterprise we have identified.

and expand their enterprises.

An entrepreneurial duo put a new spin on
traditional tea with the successful launch of
NOVELTEA, following help from TEDCO Business
Support and a £50,000 loan from Virgin StartUp
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TEDCO 5 Year Snapshot

New businesses
started up
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1350

Additional jobs
created

£4.2M

In Virgin
StartUp loans

£6M

Equity injected into
new business

1300

Attendees at
enterprise training

North Tyneside
Simon Laing secured a £12,000 boost through Virgin StartUp to launch Cullercoats
Bike & Kayak and combine his love of sport with promoting some of the best coastline
the region has to offer. The business has been running for four years and is a popular addition to a vibrant
coastal community with a growing interest in water sports and access to equipment.
“TEDCO helped me strengthen and tighten up my ideas into a robust business plan and remained a positive
voice throughout – it gave me the confidence that I needed to push on, secure the vital funding through
Virgin StartUp and turn my dreams into reality.”

South Tyneside
Jordan Bagnall (22) from Hebburn launched his new fashion label J.James with help
from TEDCO Business Support through the New Enterprise Allowance Scheme. His
hard work was recognised when he was invited to showcase his inaugural collection of
30 key pieces at London Fashion Week.
“I knew the creative and artistic route I wanted to take with J.James but my business advisor really helped me
understand the intricacies of running a business. They introduced me to a number of business owners who act as
mentors which is an invaluable resource to have when running a new business.”

Durham
Enterprising Mums Kathryn Fraser (37) and Kate Horner (33) opened their children’s
entertainment centre, Dragonflies in Durham in 2016. 12 months later, with support from
TEDCO they successfully received a £50,000 Virgin StartUp loan to move to larger premises
and expand into a soft play centre and cafe creating seven new jobs in the process.
“TEDCO have been fantastic in helping us understand just what options were available to us to capitalise on the
success of the business over the past year and expand our premises and services to meet the needs of our customers.”

Darlington
Rick Boyle (37) successfully received a £25,000 Virgin StartUp loan with support from
TEDCO to open Sensei, a physiotherapy centre with additional martial arts training
studios. The business is housed within dedicated premises in Darlington offering
access to senior physiotherapists and mixed martial arts including Brazilian Jiujitsu.
“A friend who has previously set up a new business recommended TEDCO as they found the service offered by
their business advisory team to be excellent. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank my business advisor Judith
for her guidance and support and also Virgin StartUp.”
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Our Business Advisor Team
Experienced, passionate and driven business
support experts with a clear mission – to help
enterprising individuals start and grow companies.

Allison Cowen
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: I am an experienced business advisor specialising in start-up
advice and training. I cover the South Tyneside area and focus on the New Enterprise
Allowance Programme as well as the ERDF programme and Virgin StartUp Loans.

Bill Hartshorne
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: My background is in finance and I work across
Northumberland, South Tyneside, Newcastle & Gateshead.

Gordon Hanna
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: I have a background in sales and networking. My role
within the Start and Grow programme allows me the opportunity to help and
support clients along their individual journey into business.

Janice Ross
Business Advisor
Specialist areas of expertise: I am a marketing specialist backed up with 30
years of working with small businesses on all aspects of starting up and
running a successful enterprise.

Judith Wheatley
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: Start-up support, business planning, finance options
and training for clients throughout Darlington, Durham and South Tyneside.
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Mark Johnston
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: I mainly cover Teesside, Tees Valley and South
County Durham and specialise in funding, finance and marketing support.

Nick Turner
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: I am a specialist in raising finance and designing
effective management systems within businesses to increase efficiency and
cost optimisation.

Nicky Gray
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: I have set up and run a number businesses myself
and use this knowledge to help pre-start clients and those with up to one
year of trading.

Paul Brown
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: 20+ years of experience working with pre-start and
established businesses throughout Tyne and Wear to assist them to develop
and grow, delivering both one-to-one and one-to-many support.

Ross Laffey
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: I am an experienced business coach with personal
experience of running successful enterprises.

Tracy Clarkson
Business Advisor
Main areas of expertise: The full raft of business support for start-up, growth
and scale-up in addition to raising finance through traditional and alternative
methods such as crowdfunding.

Powered by
our amazing
operations team:

Claire Garner

Pauline Hepple

Laura-Kate Parkin

Kevin Hayes

James Petherbridge
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Scale-up
One of TEDCO’s key objectives is to
provide individuals with the advice
and necessary tools to scale-up
and grow their business.

Business advisor Bill Hartshorne with Dr Craig Rose

We want to work alongside businesses with the
ambition to expand their offering and push the
boundaries of their original idea.

Expansion can mean new job creation or product

the first 6 months. It is surviving through years 1-3. It is

innovation or even the development of new sectors

this challenging phase of a business’s life that TEDCO is

for the North East economy. A number of our

committed to supporting.

business advisors are specialists in driving forward
scale-up opportunities.

New businesses can find sources of finance particularly
difficult. There are only a few small-scale business loans

In the past five years,
TEDCO-supported businesses
have been responsible for creating
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and funding streams available to new enterprises.. We
have helped a number of businesses access finance
through the Virgin StartUp programme to fund scaleup opportunities or new equipment, research and

an additional 1350 jobs through

development, technology and to employ staff.

the creation of new enterprises.

One of the more unique examples of how we support

Job creation is one of the key barometers of success

and founder of Seaweed & Co. Dr Craig Rose, has been

in the scale-up arena but more important is that we

a long-time client of TEDCO Business Support since the

support enterprise in all its many forms to develop

very early days of his business. His business journey

businesses with strong, long-term prospects. We are

from marine consultancy to successfully managing

unique in that our support does not stop at the start-up

large-scale investment into his retail and B2B seaweed

stage. As any successful entrepreneur knows, the true

firm has been supported at every juncture by TEDCO

reflection of business success isn’t performance through

Business Support.

scale-up and growth is that of Seaweed & Co. Owner

Case Study
Seaweed and Co.

“It’s been a busy few years – helped hugely
by the support and guidance of the TEDCO
team throughout my business journey.”

Enterprising North East marine biologist,

seaweed for food industry was very small, and the

Dr Craig Rose set up Seaweed & Co. in 2014 and

nutritional benefits were still very much in the research

helped secure its future thanks to a £25,000 loan

phase, but I recognised a huge opportunity to grow this

from Virgin StartUp and assistance from the Start &

market. Now, seaweed is being used widely to benefit

Grow programme.

many products including breads, biscuits, sauces, food
supplements and many more. As our seaweed is dried

Seaweed & Co. offers its brand of PureSea® seaweed

and milled, it is extremely easy to incorporate.”

ingredients for the food and nutrition industries
using high quality seaweed sustainably wild harvested

Seaweed contains all the vitamin groups and minerals

in the Scottish Outer Hebrides. Based in Whitley

and can be used as a natural flavour enhancer to

Bay, the business underwent substantial growth in

replace salt in the food manufacturing process. Just

2017 following wider financial investment from a

even a tiny amount of seaweed packs a strong

number of high profile figures to expand its reach to

nutritional punch and research has suggested it can

consumers under the new Doctor Seaweed’s Weed &

help with weight management, and due to its natural

Wonderful™ brand.

iodine levels, can contribute to normal cognitive
function and metabolism.

Weed & Wonderful™, which sits under the main
Seaweed & Co. umbrella company, features a range

Dr Rose continues: “Thanks to the initial loan from Virgin

of consumer-facing food products including seaweed-

StartUp and guidance from TEDCO Business Support

infused rapeseed oil in addition to seaweed capsule

we were able to have the capital to invest in a highly

nutritional supplements. The new brand is supported

innovative system for processing the seaweed in Scotland

by experienced investment figures in the food and

to produce larger volumes of high quality seaweed through

nutrition industry in addition to Ricky Wilson, lead

a more gentle and scalable approach. This process is now

singer from international band The Kaiser Chiefs who

Patent Pending. The system, and the factory in which

invested in the firm to bring the benefits of seaweed to

it operates, is one of the most sophisticated seaweed

a wider consumer audience.

production facilities in the UK.

Dr Craig Rose has lived and worked in the North

Dr Rose continues: “Receiving the loan from Virgin

East since moving from his native Leeds to attend

StartUp was absolutely essential in getting the production

Newcastle University over 15 years ago. Under the

side of the business equipped to maintain the quality of

Weed & Wonderful™ brand, Dr Rose is now capitalising

the seaweed in our final product and produce the higher

on the growing popularity of seaweed as a superfood

volume we required. We’re now nearly 4 years down the

ingredient, and boost sales within the UK and

line and under Seaweed & Co. we have a number of further

international food and nutrition industries.

brands well advanced in their markets. This includes
Doctor Seaweed’s Weed & Wonderful™ as our consumer

Dr Rose, managing director of Seaweed & Co. said:

facing product range and PureSea®, natural and

“Initially, my interest for seaweed developed whilst

smoked seaweed granules used by food manufacturers

managing a £3.7million commercial R&D project to

internationally in a wide range of food products as a

commercialise seaweed as a biofuel. At this time, the

setting agent or salt-reduction ingredient.
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Finance
The financial landscape for any
new business start-up, particularly
first-time entrepreneurs, can be
very difficult.

The Trench Networks team

Securing capital investment and funding can be
make or break for a new enterprise

As the key delivery partner for Virgin StartUp
in the North East, we have helped over 300
new businesses access £4.2 million in low cost
business loans over the past five years.

“They are one of our leading partners
and a real pleasure to work with”
Sir Tom Shebbeare, Chairman of Virgin Start Up

Since the programme first began in 2013, we
have seen hundreds of businesses go from
strength to strength following receipt of a Virgin
StartUp loan. Many of those businesses go on to
receive invaluable additional exposure through
the wider Virgin network.
The international reach of the Virgin brand and
that of its entrepreneurial founder, Sir Richard
Branson, has repeatedly benefited TEDCO
businesses over the past five years.
From showcase events with Branson himself to
a large-scale Q&A panel session allowing the
Virgin boss to engage with local businesses more
directly, Virgin StartUp has been an ever-present
supporter of our new business landscape.

Our commitment to provide financial advice is far-reaching and we have
helped clients raise an additional £6m in leverage for businesses in the region.
Whether it be angel investors, private investment firms, crowdfunding or more traditional business loans,
our advisors have helped every single one of the 3,600 new business starts supported by TEDCO with
financial advice and guidance at some point in their business journey over the past five years.
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Case Study
Trench Networks

Kevin Latimer (37) and Claire Hollyman (33) from

supported by bespoke software developed by Trench

Blyth invested over £145,000 into the launch of Trench

Networks. This required early investment to look at the

Networks in 2015 to completely overhaul the way in

viability of the market before a second round of private

which construction firms access and use on-site

investment would be required to fund more detailed

internet and phone communications.

research and development to prove the concept and
bring the product to market.

Utilising his 15 years of IT experience working at an
index top 100 construction company, Kevin developed

Claire comments: “The value to us of working with TEDCO

Trench Networks’ multi award-winning Outpost

was that the Start & Grow programme is very much an

solution. Outpost would work to combat the signal

investment readiness programme. They work across all

issues usually experienced by contractors when

elements of the business, including planning and strategy

operating from off-grid locations, such as construction

to get to a stage where investment can realistically be

sites, metal site cabins and temporary office spaces

obtained. They know when a business is likely to be
accepted and as the exclusive delivery partner for Virgin

The fully integrated communications infrastructure tool

StartUp, they helped us secure a £25,000 low-cost business

can be installed from day one on any construction site

loan through the scheme in 2015.”

for uninterrupted phone and internet communications.
Trench Networks secured a further £120,000 through
So powerful is the market potential for the Trench

private investment in 2016 to fully bring the product

Networks service that the business was awarded the

to market.

‘Dynamite Growth Explosion Start Up of the Year 2016’
award at the Dynamo North East IT and Technology

The business has gone from strength to strength with

awards alongside a number of other key industry awards.

a number of recent key appointments doubling staff
numbers and opening up the business to a number of

Kevin Latimer comments: “With Outpost, there

new contracts wins. Trench Networks remains one of

is no need to dig underground or install cables or

the North East’s most promising technology firms for

use unreliable dongles as is the norm in setting up

the future.

communications on site locations. The product is
entirely cellular based as our ‘box’ essentially taps into
all available cellular networks in an area to create one,
strong signal at any time of the day.”
Kevin and Claire worked with business advisor Bill
Hartshorne at TEDCO Business Support from an early
stage in the business development. They envisioned
that each client would require an infrastructure kit
or piece of hardware to sit on site that would be
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Start-Up
At TEDCO we successfully
deliver a range of start-up
support programmes designed
to take ideas and turn them into
successful enterprises.
Footprints nursery founder, Joanne Ure with business advisor Janice Ross

Our team of advisors work tirelessly to support business
start-up in the region and we tailor our range of
programmes to assist new enterprises in meeting their
business goals.

Since 2015, our flagship Start & Grow programme has

selected to offer skilled advice when it comes to

helped hundreds of businesses access help from our

investment readiness and has supported businesses in

advisor team to establish routes to start-up, business

accessing the right kind of finance option based on their

planning, one-to-one mentoring and support beyond

business plan, long-term outlook and goals.

the launch.
The New Enterprise Allowance (NEA) scheme works
Start & Grow was the natural follow-on programme

to support individuals currently claiming job-seekers

from the successful Ready for Business which is

allowance but looking to begin their journey in self-

delivered by TEDCO Business Support in the North East

employment. We currently deliver this scheme

and supported by the Regional Growth Fund (RGF).

in select areas of the North East and it has been

The programme is managed throughout England by

responsible for helping individuals end their reliance

Cavendish Enterprise, a consortium of the UK’s best

on job seekers allowance and set up new businesses in

enterprise agencies and delivered in areas with lower

a range of areas including photography, beauty, food

levels of business start-up. The programme helps

service and fashion design.

new enterprises get up and running and develop new
employment opportunities in the private sector.

From NEA to more locally based enterprise, in 2016,
we began delivering North Tyneside Council’s flagship
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The investment readiness aspect of Start & Grow has

enterprise programme, The Business Factory. This

been particularly useful to new businesses looking

award-winning programme has a multi-faceted offering

for guidance when it comes to start-up financing or

to businesses, delivering skills workshops, consultancy

expansion plans. Our advisor team has been specially

and direct mentoring.

Case Study
Footprints Nursery
Creating two new nurseries in North Tyneside was

The young entrepreneur, who has a degree in Childcare

child’s play for entrepreneur Joanne Ure (28) from

through Teesside University created her first child

Walkerville thanks to support from the North Tyneside

care setting for up to 22 children per day with a view

Business Factory.

to starting small and expanding to manage a bigger
operation when the right opportunity presented itself.

Joanne successfully opened her first nursery in 2016
with the launch of the Footprints Day Nursery in North

Joanne continues: “When I heard just after Christmas that

Shields town centre.

the former Sure Start centre in Wallsend was going to be
available I absolutely jumped at the chance to open a

In 2018 she expanded the business with the launch of

second Footprints Nursery.

the second Footprints Nursery at the site of the former
Sure Start centre in Wallsend.

“The loss of the Sure Start centres in North Tyneside was
a real blow to local parents and I knew how important

Together, both Footprints Nurseries can cater for over

this particular centre was. The facilities are practically

100 children with the second, larger centre in Wallsend

brand new and the purpose-built nursery has everything I

featuring capacity for up 84 children aged from 6 weeks

need to offer the kind of setting that fits perfectly with the

to 5 years old.

Footprints ethos.

Joanne comments: “The prime location of the former

“As a much bigger nursery, over 20 jobs for skilled

Sure Start centre in Wallsend and its excellent reputation

staff have been created and in the process we will also

left a real gap in local childcare provision for parents

be delivering wraparound and out-of-school care for

and I’m absolutely delighted that Footprints Nursery has

children in the local area as part of our service for

been able to help bridge that gap.

local children.

“I’ve worked in early years settings for just over 10

“The front portion of the building will also be leased to

years, working my way up from part time nursery

offer family-friendly services for the area and we are

nurse to manager and now owner. I always had plans

currently in talks with a number of interesting providers

to open a nursery which offered a flexible offering

to set up in the units.

for parents coupled with an engaging and safe
environment for children.

“Footprints is a colourful, child-friendly environment
designed specifically to stimulate children up to 5 years

“Since I opened Footprints in North Shields town centre

old. My business advisor, Janice Ross, has helped me

the response has been overwhelmingly positive. We are

shape not only the future of the business but assisted

now at capacity with a waiting list to January 2019 for

me when it comes to managing a new business start-

places which I see as a real endorsement from parents

up so I can concentrate more readily on the day-to-day

of our approach to deliver quality, accessible and

operations. Her input really has been invaluable and I

affordable childcare.”

can’t thank her enough.”
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Case Study
Aztec Diamond

Jordan McCabe from Aztec Diamond

At the tender age of 21 many young women are just

“When I was 10 I just started designing my own and it

starting out in their career but for entrepreneur Jordan

wasn’t until I was 17 that I started to really visualise how

McCabe, reaching the milestone age also coincided

I could turn my designs into a business as I knew the

with hitting £1m in sales for her business, Aztec

demand was there in the market.”

Diamond Equestrian.
Jordan has worked hard to build Aztec Diamond from
One year later and the founder and managing director

a niche fashion online retailer into an international

of Aztec Diamond Equestrian has continued to grow

fashion brand – regularly enlisting well-known faces

the business following the launch in 2014. Jordan also

in the equestrian world on her social media feeds to

took home the emerging talent award at the 2018

promote her styles.

Entrepreneurs Forum Awards as the business goes from
strength to strength following TEDCO’s initial support.

Jordan comments: “One of the advantages of being
a young woman in business is that I can use my

Aztec Diamond Equestrian currently has a combined

knowledge of online marketing to help position my

social media following in excess of 250k and has

brand with the right audience. I’ve never paid for any

expertly utilised online platforms to become an

marketing, the majority of my sales come via social

influencer brand for the equestrian market.

media where I’ve built a really solid following through
aspirational photography and engagement with the

“Reaching our first £1m in sales was a huge achievement

equestrian community.

for such a niche brand,” Jordan said. “I’m lucky in that I
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always knew what I wanted to do as I’ve been involved in

“It’s certainly been an effective way to expand

horse riding since I was a young girl but found it so hard to

internationally and 40% of our sales now come from the

find affordable but trendy and stylish clothing to ride in.

US – by far our biggest market.”

The Future of TEDCO
We have had a very successful 5 years, making
good progress towards our strategic objectives,
creating significant economic benefit and
achieving a strong financial performance.

We are already working with selected partners to bring

We consider our partners as having a key role in our

about changes to the way in which we can broaden

success and we are delighted to have such a strong

our business support services via digital platforms

network of partnerships built through a mutual passion

without losing the one-to-one mentoring and personal

for guiding and promoting entrepreneurship.

guidance we are known for.
The business landscape in Britain is changing and
We want to support new businesses online in a way

we need to ensure that new and existing businesses

that considers the need to bridge the gap between

in our region are responsive through considered

face-to-face advice and more interactive learning.

support services.

Plans are currently well advanced to take TEDCO

We aim to equip North East businesses with the ability

further into the digital support space and we are

to grow and scale-up and we have taken on board

excited to unveil new digital platforms in 2019.

a number of new initiatives across digital support,
productivity and financing to help broaden our offering

Productivity will be key to TEDCO and the businesses

to the business community.

we engage with as we equip enterprises to weather
potential changes to the economy in the future.

Brexit is on the horizon and the enterprise landscape is
particularly susceptible to future changes from a

Our goal is always to add value to our start-up offering.

funding point of view but we are a team dedicated to

We do this by working directly with businesses to identify

putting the North East front and centre when the time

ways in which productivity can impact long-term outlook.

comes to allocate funds for the North East economy.

We expect improving productivity to be a key offering

The next few years will present challenges for TEDCO

for our advisory team over the next few years as

and the businesses we work with and we relish the

businesses look to maximise profitability and improve

opportunity to showcase the strength and potential in

efficiency to develop scale-up opportunities.

the North East enterprise community.
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Tel: 0191 516 6102
Email: enquire@tedco.org

